Ideal Complex® Revitalizing Eye Gel | Restorative Eye Cream

Available as a rich cream in Ideal Complex® Restorative Eye Cream or as a lightweight gel in Ideal Complex® Revitalizing Eye Gel, the two formulas have shown rapid and superior results.

**Key Benefits**
- Reduces sagging eyelids
- Minimizes fine lines and wrinkles
- Decreases puffiness
- Brightens dark circles

**Key Ingredients**
- **Boron Nitride** – a naturally occurring mineral that reflects light away from the eye area, leaving dark circles and under eye bags immediately brighter.*
- **Myristoyl Nonapeptide-3** – a novel peptide that mimics retinoic acid (vitamin A) to increase cell turnover and collagen synthesis without causing negative side effects, such as irritation and stinging.
- **Acetyl Tetrapeptide-5** – a peptide with anti-edema effects that increases skin elasticity and skin moisturization while improving the appearance of dark circles around the eyes.
- **Citrus Aurantium Dulcis Callus Culture Extract** (Orange Stem Cell Extract) – increases the production of collagen and elastin, and organizes and redensifies the dermal structure to reduce fine lines and wrinkles, and increase elasticity and firmness.
- **Albizia Julibrissin Bark Extract and Darutoside** – reduces upper eyelid sagging, strengthens the dermis, and reduces crow’s feet wrinkles, while addressing dark circles and puffiness.
- **Niacinamide, Fraxinus Excelsior Bark Extract, and Silanetriol** – this combination of ingredients reduces eye puffiness, dark circles, and eye bags while infusing antioxidants into the skin.
- **Myristoyl Pentapeptide-8 and Myristoyl Hexapeptide-4** – peptides that stimulate collagen synthesis and tissue repair, and provide an effective alternative to human growth factor.

**Skin Type**
- Dry
- Oily
- Combination
- Normal
- Sensitive

**Directions for use**
After cleansing, toning, and applying any PCA SKIN® treatment serums, pat a small amount gently around the eye area twice daily. Follow with the appropriate PCA SKIN® broad spectrum SPF product in the daytime and moisturizer in the evening.

Retail: net wt 0.5 oz | Trial: net wt 0.125 oz

**Ideal Complex® Revitalizing Eye Gel Ingredients**

*Only in Ideal Complex® Restorative Eye Cream.
PCA SKIN™'s rigorous product development process includes partnering with dermatologists to test the effectiveness of each formula before it's put on the market. Our before and after photos are a sampling of the results seen during this process. These photos are never retouched.

**Results you can see**

**Condition:** Fine lines, wrinkles, dullness, laxity, sagging, and dark circles.*  
**Solution:** Facial Wash, Ideal Complex® Restorative Eye Cream twice daily, Protecting Hydrator SPF 30, Collagen Hydrator. *Photos not retouched.

---

**Condition:** Fine lines, wrinkles, dullness, laxity, sagging, and dark circles.*  
**Solution:** Facial Wash, Ideal Complex® Revitalizing Eye Gel twice daily, Protecting Hydrator SPF 30, Collagen Hydrator. *Photos not retouched.
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**Before**  
**After one week**

**Before**  
**After two weeks**

---

**Ideal Complex® Restorative Eye Cream Ingredients**


---

**Pro Tips**

Both formulas are hypoallergenic and can be applied directly to the eyelid.

Keep Ideal Complex® Restorative Eye Cream or Ideal Complex® Revitalizing Eye Gel in the refrigerator for a cooling application and added relief from puffiness.

For those with dark circles, opt for Ideal Complex® Restorative Eye Cream. It includes an additional ingredient, boron nitride, that reflects light and instantly brightens dark circles.